Ideas for reuse
of paper





Write on the back page (Notes,
reminder)

Print on the back page
Do handicraft/origami with the
paper

Projects in Hemne for
recycling/reuse
Nearby the
HAMOS station
in Hemne you
can find a “reuse
cabin”. Inside
there you can put
old stuff that you
don’t need any
longer and/or
take out
something you
think is useful,
without paying!

In our school you can find in every
room recycling boxes. When you throw
old paper inside there, it will be used for
the production of new paper.






Use f.ex. newspaper as packing
material
Use it as compost in the garden
Use it as a drop cloth when
painting
Use « duplex » when printing for
paper reduction

There are also several environment
saving projects in Hemne such as Beach
cleaning campaign, a price for
environmental work or an app that
helps you with throwing away garbage.

Why should we
recycle?
 Save money
o

No need to buy new paper (if you
reuse old paper)

 Environment
o
o

Cutting down forests
Destroying the «lungs of the
earth» (less converting of CO2 to
O2)

o
o

Devasting
Increasing CO2-emission in

Recycling in Norway

Recycling in Hemne

1. Sorting of paper, plastic, food
(residual waste)
2. Pressing the waste to cubes (for
transport)
3. Cutting of the paper in small
pieces
4. Mixing with water
5. Evetually addition of colour
6. Pressing of new paper/cardboard



transport

When we tear down forests we are
literally taking away large chunks of
the earth’s precious organs, such as
the heart and lungs. By destroying
these precious components we are
killing innocent animals, devastating
local communities, and creating our
own final destruction.






Recycling is an industry in constant
change with a wide range of materials
and relentless conditions. To make
progress, you need both performance
and precision. The recycling process
often takes place in stations in foreign
countries. There are some stations in
Norway, one example you can see on
the picture above.

Several recycling-points help
people outside of cities with waste
disposal.
Sorting of garbage at the stations
in paper, plastic, metal, glass, wood,
electronic and general waste.
Otherwise: trucks pick up the
garbage infront of the houses.
Paper and plastic once a month and
general waste every other week.
Some people burn paper in the
fireplace or have compost for
botanical waste.

In Norway the garbage companies for
the different regions are always private
concerns. The company in Hemne is
named HAMOS, that stands for the
different regions where that company is
responsible for. HAMOS – Hemne,
Agdenes, Meldal, Orkdal and Skaun.

